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Reconditioning inverse problems using
the genetic algorithm and
revised parameterization

Andrew Curtis∗ and Roel Snieder∗

ABSTRACT

The better conditioned an inverse problem is, the more
independent pieces of information may be transferred
from the data to the model solution, and the less in-
dependent prior information must be added to resolve
trade offs. We present a practical measure of condition-
ing that may be calculated swiftly even for large inverse
problems. By minimizing this measure, a genetic algo-
rithm can be used to find a model parameterization that
gives the best conditioned inverse problem. We illustrate
the method by finding an optimal, irregular cell param-
eterization for a cross-borehole tomographic example
with a given source-receiver geometry. Using the final
parameterization, the inverse problem is almost a fac-
tor of three better conditioned than that using an aver-
age random parameterization. In addition, this method
requires little additional programming when solving a
linearized inverse problem. Hence, the improvement in
conditioning and corresponding increase in independent
information available for the model solution essentially
come for free.

INTRODUCTION

Many geophysical inverse problems are ill conditioned be-
cause the model space contains more detail than can be re-
solved using the available data space (Bertero et al.,1985). The
portion of the model space that cannot be resolved is called
the null space. Such problems are usually dealt with in one of
two ways: first, eigenvectors that span the null space may be
removed from the model space explicitly using singular-value
decomposition, creating a solution in a “reduced” model space
(Michelena,1993). However, this method reduces the effective
information content of the data set and resolution in the model
space in a nontrivial manner. Alternatively, the inclusion of a
priori information (smoothness constraints, reduction of the
model space, compatibility with other data) may reduce the
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null space by directly restricting the range of possible solutions.
First, however, prior information restricting the model space
must be reliable and independent; second, smoothness con-
straints are often unrealistic, and finally, the solution depends
on assumptions other than the data set alone. If our goal is to
test some hypothesis about the Earth independently, then we
must maximize the amount of information from the current
data set and minimize the amount of additional information
included in the solution.

Consider the problem of estimating average wave-propa-
gation velocity structure across a region spanned by many
earthquake source–receiver paths along which average wave
velocities were measured. The structure of the data space (the
source–receiver geometry) is often fixed and the relation be-
tween the data and model space is determined by the physical
laws of nature (the propagation of seismic waves through the
Earth). We may influence conditioning only through the model
parameterization and hence structure of the model space.

Consider the path geometry in Figure 1. We suppose that
an error-free measurement of average velocity is available
for each source (circle)–receiver (square) path. The four cells
shown in Figure 1a have raypath coverage exactly equal. From
measurements along the two left-hand paths, the quantity
v1 + v2 can be determined exactly. The quantity v1 − v2, how-
ever, remains entirely unresolved by the data, and hence veloc-
ities v1 and v2 cannot be determined. Similarly, the combination
v3 + v4 may be determined exactly, but v3 − v4 and hence v3

and v4 cannot be determined.
Let v = [v1, . . . , v4]T . Then the well-determined parameter

combinations are e1 · v and e2 · v, the undetermined combina-
tions are e3 · v and e4 · v, where
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and vectors e1 to e4 are the eigenvectors of the inverse problem
of finding velocities v1 to v4. Parameter combinations parallel
to eigenvectors e1 and e2 are completely determined if, and
only if (iff) the corresponding eigenvalues are large (and equal
in this case). Similarly, combinations parallel to eigenvectors e3

and e4 are undetermined iff they correspond to zero eigenval-
ues. Hence, the eigenvalues in order of decreasing magnitude
(and normalized by the largest) may be plotted as shown in
Figure 1a. The two zero eigenvalues correspond to linear com-
binations of model parameters that are unconstrained by the
data. All velocities v1 to v4 can be estimated only if we add
two extra pieces of prior information that constrains the linear
combinations v1−v2 and v3−v4. Otherwise we must remove al-
together eigenvectors e3 and e4 that span the model null space
and content ourselves with the “reduced” solution for v1 + v2

and v3 + v4.
If we had tried to find a cell parameterization based on

our knowledge of the averaging properties of velocities along
raypaths, and of the structure (geometry) of the data space,
we might have chosen the cell parameterization shown in
Figure 1b. Each cell has equal path coverage and the eigen-
vectors [e1 | e2 | e3 | e4] =

˜
I, the identity matrix. The corre-

sponding eigenvalues are all equal and may be normalized and
plotted as shown in the Figure, reflecting the fact that in this
case, velocities v1 to v4 are determined completely.

These examples show that raypath density, although neces-
sary, is not nearly a sufficient criterion to design the model

a) b)

FIG. 1. Cell geometries for the event (circle)—station (square) paths shown, and corresponding eigenvalue spectrum normalized
by the largest eigenvalue. In (a) the cells bisect each path whereas in (b) each cell contains exactly one path length. Both cell
geometries have exactly the same homogeneous path coverage within each cell.

space structure, since it is a single summarizing statistic of the
relationship between model and data space structures (the for-
ward problem). The eigenvalues and eigenvectors on the other
hand contain all relevant information about the forward prob-
lem (that path velocities are averages over traversed cells).
The eigenvalues show exactly how well-determined each linear
combination of model parameters is, and the more eigenval-
ues that are close to zero the more independent pieces of prior
information must be added to resolve trade offs between the
corresponding unconstrained parameter combinations. In gen-
eral, when the number of data and model parameters is large
we will find an eigenvalue spectrum similar to those shown in
Figure 2 (for positive eigenvalues). However, from the argu-
ment above, the solid curve in Figure 2 corresponds to a model
that is better constrained by the data than that of the dashed
curve. Hence, a better measure of the constraint on the model
space provided by the data space is the area under the eigen-
value curve, or the sum of normalized (positive) eigenvalues.

Below we present a method to estimate quickly and effi-
ciently the area under the normalized eigenvalue curve for
any inverse problem, and demonstrate how a genetic algo-
rithm may be used to design the model parameterization to
best suit the structure of the forward problem and data space
using this new statistic. Usually the model parameterization is
fixed (e.g., blocks of specific size, predefined basis functions),
injecting prior information about the structure of the model
space. The procedure shown here does not remove this prior
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information completely, but it makes model parameterization
a valuable and integral part of the inversion procedure that
maximizes the number of independent pieces of information
in any solution, rather than being an arbitrary addition of prior
information. As long as the set of all possible parameteriza-
tions from which the genetic algorithm can choose are equally
reasonably based on our prior knowledge, choosing any one
of them should not bias our solution unreasonably. The final
choice is optimum with respect to the particular data set avail-
able and to the forward problem. In effect we are gaining for
free a better-conditioned inverse problem and hence more in-
dependent information in any final solution.

METHODOLOGY

For any given model vector m within model space M, let the
forward problem of estimating the corresponding data vector
d in data space D be solved by the matrix operator

˜
A, i.e.,

d =
˜
Am. (2)

Then for a given data vector d0, we wish to find a model vector
m0 ∈ M such that‖d0−

˜
Am0‖2 is minimized, where‖·‖2 is the L2

norm. Theoretically, if the problem is purely over-determined
this is accomplished by premultiplying equation (2) by

˜
AT and

taking a matrix inverse:

m = (
˜
AT

˜
A)−1

˜
AT d (3)

Instability in the solution arises because the N × N square
matrix,

˜
L =

˜
AT

˜
A (4)

is often near singular, i.e., some of its eigenvectors, {ei : i =
1, . . . , N} say, have extremely small eigenvalues {λi : i =
1, . . . , N}. Measurement errors in the data space D propagate
into solution m parallel to each eigenvector ei with an amplifi-
cation 1/λi ; hence, the solution becomes unstable and unreli-
able (Menke, 1989).

As illustrated in the example above, if we have no prior infor-
mation about preferred model parameterizations, we minimize
the singularity of

˜
L and hence the amount of extra prior infor-

mation necessary to stabilize the calculation of
˜
L−1 by choosing

a parameterization that maximizes the area under the absolute,

FIG. 2. Two possible normalized eigenvalue spectra in a many
parameter inversion. The dashed curve contains many more
near zero eigenvalues than the solid curve, hence the solid curve
represents a better conditioned inverse problem.

normalized eigenvalue curve.
˜
A is real so that

˜
L is positive def-

inite (i.e., all eigenvalues of
˜
L are positive), and hence,

Area under curve = 1
λ1

N∑
i=1

λi , (5)

where λ1 is the largest eigenvalue. The complete eigenvalue
spectrum is expensive to calculate. However, the trace of a
matrix is invariant under a similarity transformation; since a
diagonal matrix with elements equal to the eigenvalues of

˜
L

can be found by a similarity transform of
˜
L alone, we have

N∑
i=1

λi = trace(
˜
L). (6)

Also, the value of λ1 may be estimated quickly using the power
method as follows. Any random unit vector U can be expressed
in terms of the eigenvector basis with coefficients αi :

U =
N∑

i=1

αi ei . (7)

Then,

˜
LnU =

N∑
i=1

αiλ
n
i ei , (8)

and if α1 6= 0 then
˜
LnU→ α1λ

n
1e1 as n→∞. Hence

|
˜
LnU|2

(
˜
LnU) ·U → λn

1 as n→∞ (9)

with equality iff all eigenvalues are equal. We remove the prob-
lems associated with α1 = 0 by estimating λ1 three times using
equation (9). Each time a different source vector U is used,
each rotated from the previous one by 73◦ in a random direc-
tion in each coordinate pair, where the first of the three source
vectors has completely random direction. The resulting three
estimates of λ1 are averaged to obtain an estimate λ̄1.

The area in equation (5) has to be maximized, and this is
achieved if 2 is minimized where

2 = N · λ̄1

trace(
˜
L)
. (10)

The extra factor N in the numerator ensures that 2 ≥ 1, and
2 = 1 iff all eigenvalues are equal.

The parameter2may be calculated efficiently for any matrix

˜
L and depends on model parameterization in a highly nonlinear
manner. Hence, a genetic algorithm (or any other minimizing
algorithm suitable for nonlinear problems) may be used to find
a parameterization with reduced2. In general we will not find
the global minimum value of2but any reduction in2 improves
the inverse problem conditioning.

A CROSS-BOREHOLE TOMOGRAPHIC EXAMPLE

We now illustrate the procedure by finding a triangular cell
parameterization that best suits the raypath geometry shown
in Figure 3a for a cross-borehole tomographic inversion. The
exact depths of sources and receivers are unimportant, but they
are irregularly spaced to reconstruct a situation where equip-
ment failure or noise made data at certain regularly-spaced
receivers unusable.

For irregular data geometries, we expect that the best-
conditioned model parameterization will contain irregularly
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a) b)

FIG. 3. (a) Cross-borehole path geometry used in the current
experiment. (b) Path crossing points. (c) Voronoi vertices cor-
responding to the set of crossing points. These are defined by
finding the Delauney triangulation of the crossing points and
calculating the circumcenter of each triangle. Only those cir-
cumcenters between the boreholes are included.

c)
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sized cells, so we use Delauney triangular cells based on any ir-
regular set of nodes (Delauney, 1934; Sibson, 1980; Sambridge
et al., 1995). Using this method, pairs of nodes are joined by line
elements to form triangles only if that would result in the small-
est cumulative aspect ratio (the difference between the maxi-
mum and minimum internal angles of each triangle, summed
over all triangles formed) (Fortune, 1992). Thus triangles are
formed from (natural) neighboring nodes only, and an exam-
ple is given in Figure 4a. The Figure shows a triangular cell
geometry constructed automatically from a highly irregularly
spaced set of nodes, and illustrates how triangle areas change
based on the nodal density. Such triangulations are performed
efficiently using standard algorithms (see references above).

Although homogeneous ray coverage in each cell is an in-
sufficient condition for model design, it is a necessary criterion
for a well-conditioned inverse system. Hence, it makes sense
to select nodes to be triangulated based on the raypath den-
sity. Such a distribution of nodes is provided by the raypath
crossing points shown in Figure 3b. However, triangulating the
crossing point set is problematic since a triangle formed by
three neighboring nodes contains no raypaths within its inte-
rior (Figure 4b). We construct a new set of points as follows:

a)

b)

FIG. 4. (a) An example of Delauney triangulation of an irreg-
ular set of nodes (circles). (b) By definition, paths lie along the
edges of any triangle formed from three neighboring nodes.
To ensure that paths lie within cells the circumcenters of each
triangle are used as cell vertices (square).

first, we triangulate the entire set of raypath crossing points.
Then we calculate the circumcenter of each triangle and use
those that lie between the two boreholes as our initial set of
nodes (Figures 4b and 3c). Notice first that the raypath density
criterion is approximately preserved for the node set. Second,
in regions of approximately homogeneous path coverage (e.g.,
top center of the diagram) the node coverage is more homo-
geneous than in Figure 3b. Finally, in regions with no crossing
points but where there may still be information there are now
sparsely distributed nodes (e.g., in the neighborhood of each
source/receiver node).

Triangulating all of these nodes would give a highly under-
determined model so we use the genetic algorithm (GA) to
select a subset that gives the best-conditioned triangular cell
parameterization based on the measure 2 in equation (10)
[see Holland (1975) or Sambridge and Drijkoningen (1992)
for a description of GA’s]. In this application, a digital GA was
used. That is, model nodes were stored digitally rather than in
the more usual binary format. This makes the GA operation
more intuitive: the “crossover” operation then just involves
swapping some nodes between certain pairs of models in the
model population, and “mutation” involves replacing an exist-
ing model with a new model comprising nodes selected ran-
domly from the node space. The crossover and mutation steps
were performed between each consecutive generation.

We wish to find a single, well-conditioned model (instead of
a population of such models). To do this efficiently, the genetic
algorithm was tuned for fast convergence and only the best
models found were stored. After some experimentation, pop-
ulation sizes of 100 were used with probabilities of crossover
equal to 0.7. Two different model sizes S(the number of nodes
chosen) and corresponding probabilities of mutation P are il-
lustrated here, S= 10 with P = 0.2, and S= 200 with P = 0.05.
The improvement in conditioning of final models over initial
models found in these runs was typical of that found in most
experiments. The relatively high probability of mutation in the
latter case (10/S, as opposed to 2/S in the former case) main-
tains a high diversity within each generation; mutating a point
in the S = 10 model (with large cells) causes a much greater
change in overall model structure than in the S= 200 case. For
all node subsets selected, the source/receiver nodes were added
since these define the convex hull of the model space (i.e., a set
of nodes that form vertices of a convex polygon that contains
the entire model space). In fact the number of source/receiver
nodes to be included is arbitrary as long as the four corner
nodes are included, but this does not affect the main results
shown here.

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows result from the genetic algorithm search with
S= 10. Plot 5a shows the first model constructed from nodes
selected entirely at random from the initial node set. The con-
dition measure 2 is 14.4, a value typical of most models in
the first generation and which corresponds to a poorly condi-
tioned eigenvalue spectrum as shown at the top of the figure.
Many eigenvalues are close to zero corresponding to poorly
constrained eigenvectors. Figure 5b shows the best model from
the third generation—the 371st model tested. The condition
measure of 5.8 has been reduced to 2/5 of its initial value corre-
sponding to a far better conditioned system since the majority
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a) c)

b)

FIG. 5. Cell geometries chosen using the genetic algorithm and
corresponding eigenvalue spectra defined by sets of 10 Voronoi
nodes plus the source/receiver nodes. The condition measure2
is shown at the bottom right in each plot. Models are numbered
in the order of selection by the genetic algorithm. The proba-
bilities of crossover and mutation employed were 0.7 and 0.2,
respectively. The plots show model numbers (a) 1, from gener-
ation 1; (b) 371, generation 4; (c) 3747, generation 38.
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of eigenvalues are visibly greater than zero. The best model
from the first 8000 tested is shown in Figure 5c. The condition
measure of 5.3 is almost 1/3 of its initial value, and almost all
eigenvalues are significantly greater than zero. The condition-
ing in this system is such that we could almost invert for average
model cell velocities with no prior smoothing or damping at all.

Figure 6 shows the model resulting from the genetic algo-
rithm search with S = 200, while Figure 7 shows the corre-
sponding eigenvalue spectra. Plot 6a shows the model con-
structed from the initial random selection of 200 nodes. Again
the conditioning measure of 85.9 was typical of most models in
the initial population and the eigenvalue spectrum in Figure 7
decays very sharply. However, as shown in Figure 6b, after only
seven random attempts we were lucky enough to select a model
that halved the conditioning measure and gave significantly less
rapid decay in the eigenvalue spectrum. Notice first that both
models have cell size distributions that approximately reflect
the path density as expected. Also, both models have some ex-
tremely small triangles that cannot be resolved by the given ray
geometry. These occur since the measure 2 does not penalize
zero eigenvalues explicitly. When inverting for large numbers
of cells, we will always require some regularization so these cells
will not cause problems. (We could customize the measure 2
so that small cells are explicitly penalized, but this would not
affect the main result shown here). Finally, from the overall
cell geometry, there is no obvious reason why model 7 should
be better conditioned than model 1; indeed, model 7 contains
many more large cells that are almost entirely untraversed by
rays than does model 1 (close to the left and right boreholes).
Hence, choosing a model by eye might lead us to select the
worst-conditioned model, number 1! Yet again this illustrates
the inadequacy of data coverage as a criterion for model con-
struction. The best model from the third generation is shown in
Figure 6c, model number 379, with eigenvalues shown in Fig-
ure 7. Again, by the third generation we find a model with a
conditioning measure 2/5 of its initial value. Finally, Figure 6d
shows the best model found in 16 000 model evaluations, model
number 8996 from the 90th generation, with a condition mea-
sure of 28.8, which is almost 1/3 of its initial value. There is still
at least one large cell that is completely untraversed by rays and
there is still no obvious criterion by which the naked eye could
distinguish the improvement of models 8996 over model num-
ber 1. The improvement in the eigenvalue spectra in Figure 7,
however, is clearly illustrates the power of the conditioning
diagnostic 2.

For the latter run with S = 200, model number 379 from
the fourth generation (Figure 6c) was found in under 1 hour
CPU time on a SUN Sparc 20 using nonoptimized code. The
final model, model 8996 from the 90th generation (which only
slightly further refined the conditioning) took 24 hours CPU
time on the same machine.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that data density, although necessary, may
be an entirely insufficient criterion on which to select a model
parameterization. As an alternative we have presented a mea-
sure 2 of inverse problem conditioning in equation (10), and
a method with which it may be calculated efficiently for any
model parameterization [equations (6) to (9)]. It was shown
how a genetic algorithm can be used to find a particular model

parameterization that gives a better-conditioned inverse prob-
lem than one where the model parameterization is chosen
based on data coverage alone, and yet which does not look no-
ticeably “better” nor physically less reasonable to the naked
eye. The procedure achieved almost a factor of three improve-
ment in the conditioning of a cross-borehole tomographic ex-
ample using Delauney triangular cell parameterization. The
conditioning of the final model could have been improved by
either including only a subset of the source/receiver nodes in
each model or by selecting nodes for each model using an al-
gorithm that did not allow untraversed cells.

This process is carried out with minimal effort on the part of
the operators: for any linearized inversion it is always necessary
to program a routine that calculates the design matrix

˜
A and

matrix
˜
L =

˜
AT

˜
A for any particular model parameterization.

The only extra programming required is the construction of a
short subroutine that calculates the measure 2 given by equa-
tion (10) for any

˜
L and to place these in a standard genetic algo-

rithm code to perform the minimization. The extra subroutine
and genetic algorithm code can be used virtually unaltered for
all subsequent inversions in any data and model spaces. The
method makes model parameterization an integral and impor-
tant part of the inversion process and allows a final model to be
produced that includes more independent pieces of informa-
tion from the data. Hence, there is no reason why this method
should not become standard practice in future inversions.

The method is currently being applied to the much larger
tomographic inversion problem of constructing a cell model
consistent with over 14 000 surface wave source–receiver phase
velocity measurements across the Eurasian continent. In explo-
ration geophysics it might be applied similarly to parameterize
models constrained by geomagnetic or gravity surveys. How-
ever, the conditioning measure 2 is not restricted to model
design. In a future publication (manuscript in preparation), we
will show that instead of varying the model space, we might
fix a desired model parameterization and use 2 to assess any
source–receiver network design. The latter technique might be
used to design cross-borehole experiments, geomagnetic sur-
veys or regional seismograph networks by varying locations of
receivers (and sources if appropriate) in the genetic algorithm
stage above.

At present, survey design [or in one case, designing irreg-
ular model parameterization grids, Vesnaver (1996)] is often
guided by forward modeling experiments that calculate resolu-
tion or error propagation for some set of source–receiver array
geometries and Earth structures (e.g., Macnae, 1984; Taylor,
1989; Sasaki, 1992), by maximizing the determinant of

˜
L (the

D-criterion, e.g., Rabinowitz and Steinberg, 1990; Steinberg
et al., 1995) or by “rules of thumb” gained from past experience
(e.g., Rosencrans, 1992). Of these, the D-criterion is most sim-
ilar to our method since it could be automated using a genetic
algorithm, and indeed could be used to invert for an optimally
conditioned model parameterization as done in the current
work, rather than for survey design. However, repeated calcu-
lation of the determinant of

˜
L becomes prohibitively computer

intensive as the dimension of
˜
L increases; our tests show that

using our measure 2 carries out an equivalent operation in a
fraction of the time, and hence is much more efficient. Finally,
model resolution improves with the rank p of

˜
L, so Barth and

Wunsch (1990) suggested choosing array configurations that
maximize the smallest nonzero eigenvalue λp. However, this
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a) b)

c) d)
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FIG. 7. Eigenvalue spectra corresponding to the models in Figures 6a to 6d.

process requires that we fix the desired rank p prior to array
design. In the current method this is not necessary, and indeed
we expect the rank to be maximized. Hence, the procedures
outlined above enable array design to be ideally tailored to
constrain any desired model parameterization (or vice versa)
in a formal, objective manner that makes more independent
information available to constrain the model space.
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